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hear J im MacNeill speak.
Dr. MacNeill is a senior fellow

with the Institute for Research on allow me to introduce our speaker.
Public Policy in Ottawa, former di- MacNeill is active in both the envi- 
rector of environment for the Or- ronmental movement and in poli- -
ganization of Economic and Coop- tics. He is a diplomat. “An optimist &gO tiiCTC WOS 
erative Development (OECD), is someone who believes that we live ,
former secretary-general of the m the best of all possible worlds," he flQ SliCll tlUTlg 
Brundtland World Commission on said. “A pessimist is someone who 
Environment and Development, spe- fears that he may be right." MacNeill 
cial adviser to the Rio de Janeiro is a realist who has been working for 
Earth Summit thisyear, author, com- the protection of the environment 
mentator, and international consult- since 1977. His line of work is a new
ant on sustainable development. one. 197 2, attended by Canada’s Maurice . . fp . MacNeill
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During the 1970s several coun- to be content to limit our consump- control a disproportionate amount
tries, including Japan, Sweden, and tion, and develop in other ways, he of the world’s geography (so its im-

said. He called this a necessary “shift portant that we act wisely). Ihere
are several places to start:

1 ) Develop strong policies to re
duce energy consumption. For every 
dollar the government spends to pro
mote energy efficiency, they spend 
100 on the development of fossil 
fuels, “and incidently on acid rain, 
global warming, and more," said 
MacNeill. The US is worse, and
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.M Human beings now consume almost 
50% of the plants on Earth.
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i “rape and pillage”fM In 1983, the UN General Assem- , .

bly called for the establishment of an eCOnOTYUC OCtWlty 
independent commission to address 
the problem of how the developing

d the environment could dian who has taken a great interest in

other countries have similar “eco- 
MacNeill is not the only Cana- nomically perverse" policies.

2) Use our raw material intelli-
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best co-exist. MacNeill was on the development. In 1964, Lester B. gently so that we can “live off the 
commission which reported to the Pearson suggested that 0.7% of the jnterest of natural resources.” We

Gross National Product (GNP) of should stop measuring our economy 
developed countries should be given ,n GNP, and incorporate environ-
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UN in 1987.

“If the world’s population is al
lowed todouble within the next forty as aid to developing countries. That mental efficiency into a new eco-
years, and we are well on our way, can amount works out to nearly $125 nomic indicator. Said MacNeill,
the planet sustain such a develop- billion/ycar, which is what it would “We should stop counting GNP, and
ment?” was the question they raised. cost for the rich to help the poor discounting our future.”

achieve a level of sustainable devel-
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3) Environment considerations 

opment, assuming that developing must be central in policy-making
Some people believe that it can.

PITCHING BARREL BUNGS is a favourite Information technology has révolu- ...... .....
. .. , t ionized the world economy, and re- countnes themselves contnbute over and in everyday life. MacNeil is well

game in Jack Daniel S Hollow and our duced the impact that the average $500 billion/year to their own devel-
barrelmen have a lot of time to practice because person has on the environment, 

of the way we make Jack Daniel's Whiskey.
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The US has a veto 
on environmental 

policy

opment.
At present, developed countriesSome point to the emerging science

of biotechnology in hopes that it will pay about $55 billion in aid todevel- 
further reduce human impact on the oping countries. At the Summit 
planet, and prolong our mutual ex- they pledged once more to meet

Pearson’s recommendation “by the aware of this as he flies around the
But “the obstacles are not techno- year 2000, or as soon as possible globe to meet with other top offi-

logical,” said MacNeill. “Iftheywere, thereafter.” Said MacNeill, “There cials, “leaving a heavy footprint on
then it would be easy. The obstacles ought to be a limit on the number of the planet in an attempt to save it.
are social, ideological, and political." times that governments can use the Germany has proposed a gradual
J ust the thing for a diplomat. same commitment to get off a politi- increase in taxes on energy, coupled

MacNeill and the other members cal hook.” with a reduction on income taxes. If
of the commission found that the

Every drop of Jack Daniel’s is seeped 
through room-high mellowing vats 
prior to aging. It's an old Tennessee 
process that simply can't be hurried. 
Then we wait while our 
whiskey gains more smoothness 

oak barrels. Admittedly,
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In fact, a poor and underdevel- implemented, it would promote en-
^ economy and environment are not oped Third World represents a threat ergy efficiency, an idea that is “worth
£U two independent entities, as was pre- not just to the environment, but also exploring” to see if it would work in

viously believed, but interrelated and to world peace as countries compete Canada. Research could be done at
interdependent components of asin- for a dwindling amount of natural a university such as Dalhousie, said

resources. “A year ago the oil wars MacNeill. 
began; the water wars may not be far

in new 
there are times when our 
barrelmen look like they're 
hardly working. But after your 
first sip, we think you'll agree 
that it's worth the wait.
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gle thing. They arrived at three 
conclusions:

1 ) The Earth cannot accomodate behind," he said, 
a five to ten percent increase in tra-

*-‘jf ditional “rape and pillage” economic ably very concerned, and hoped that 100 species
action could be taken in Rio. Coun- week, dealing “a body blow to 
tries such as Japan and Canada sup- evolution...We are incommand,” he

said, “the responsibility is ours.”
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Time is running out. The carbon 

content of the atmosphere has in
creased by 25% in the past 130 years.

are extinguished every
Many nations were understand-

activity which harms the environ-JACK DANIEL'S TENNESSEE WHISKEY
ment.

2) Growth in world population ported timetables for the implemen-Dookiet about Jack Daniel's Whiskey write us here in Lynchburg Tennessee. 37352 U S AII you d like a
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